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DESIGII OF A VACUUM GLEAlTIilG MAGHIl^FE.
CHAPTER 1.
lUTRODUCTIOII.
1. REQUIEEMEHTS OF A GOOD VACUUM CLEAUIUG MGHIIE,
Three of the most important recLuirements of a good vacuum
cleaning machine are as follows;
1. It should produce an even suction at all times*,
2. The suction should be great enough to loosen the dirt from the
fabric but not great enough to injure the fabric;
3. The amount of air handled by the fan should be large enough to
remove the loosened dirt and purify the fabric at the same time.
2, DESCRIPTION OF THREE TYPES.
Of the three types of vacuum cleaning machines most used for
residence work the type using the suction fan seems to satisfy the
requirements enumerated above to a greater extent than the other two
types. The flexible diaphragm and the piston pump machines, while
they will produce a high vacuum and can be made to handle large
quantities of air, cannot be constructed so as to give an even
suction.
The s7iction fan consists of a rotating impeller inclosed in
a housing. The impeller is composed of several vanes or blades
which are curved backward or forward as the case may be. These
curved blades exert a pull on the air at the center of the wheel and
create a vacuum in the inlet pipe. The air which is drawn from the
inlet pipe and on through the wheel is discharged at the tip of the
blades into an expanding diffuser leading to the discharge pipe.
The flexible diaphragm type of pump consists merely of a
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flexi'ble diaphragm suspenaed in the center of an air tight cylinder
and provided with a rod attached at the center. By means of the rod
the diaphragm is moved forward and "backward thus displacing the air
first on one side and then on the other. Suitable valves are pro-
vided on each side of the diaphragm "by means of which the air is
drawn in through the inlet pipe and then discharged through the
discharge pipe.
The piston type of pump consists of an air tight cylinder
provided with a reciprocating piston and suitable valves by means of
which the action of the air is controlled.
3. REASONS FOR SELEGTIIG THE SUOTIOII EMI.
A brief discussion of the merits of the types of vacuum
producers described above together with the reasons for selecting
the suction fan as the most desirable will be given in the following
paragraph
•
The flexible diaphragm and piston types of pumps may be made
to handle large quantities of air and to produce a fairly high
vacuum. They possess the disadvantage however that the vacuum falls
to zero during one or more points in each stroke. On account of the
vacuum falling as stated above there is almost sure to be dirty
spots left in the fabric being cleaned, and the cleaning tool has to
be run over the fabric a great number of times in the effort to get
these dirty spots out.
The suction fan rotates at a constant speed and drav/s the
air through the inlet pipe in a steady stream. An even suction is
produced as a result of this and all parts of the fabric are cleaned
alike.
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The suction fan possesses no valves or other parts which are
liable to get out of order. The only part which may require atten-
'tion is the hearing of the impeller shaft and it has only to he oil-
ed at long intervals.
In view of the facts mentioned above it is the opinion that
the suction fan will give the best service with the least amount of
attention, of any of the types described. On that account it has
been selected as the means of producing the vacuum in the vacuum
cleaning machine which is desig-ned in the following pages.

6.
CHAPTER 11
THEORY.
The purpose of a suction fan is to produce a difference in
pressure in the fluid passing through it. When as is usually the
case with a suction fan the pressure difference is from one to fire
percent of the original pressure, it is allowable to treat the air
like a fluid and to consider the action of the fan analogous to that
of a centrifugal pump.
4. RELATION BETV/EEI PRESSURE DIPEEREITGE AITL AIGULAR VELOCITY.
The relation between the pressure difference and the speed
of the impeller is deduced as follows: In Pig. 1. suppose a small
mass of the fluid to start from
the point A on the inner circum-
ference of the impeller and move
to the outer circumference along
the curved path AB in the impell-
er. The impeller in the meantime
rotates with an angular velocity
so great that the absolute path
of the particle is AB' , the point
B having moved to b' while the
mass passes through the impeller.
-A
1
'
'
—
—
_
Pig. 1.
We may for the sake of convenience suppose the small mass to be mov-
ing in a tube of cross section f ; then if V denotes the specific
weight of the fluid, the mass occupying a length ds of the tube will
be m V f ds/g. Assxime the mass to be at a point C on the path AB,
and let the variable distance OC be denoted by x; also let the angle

"between the tangent CT and the radius vector OC be denoted "by 6.
The angular velocity of the impeller is denoted hy ou», and the veloc-
ity of the mass of fluid in the path AB by u. By Coriolis' lav;, the
acceleration of the mass at the position C has three components as
follows;
1. The acceleration of the mass assuming the path AB to be at rest;
2. The acceleration of the point of the impeller coincident with C;
3. An acceleration at right angles to the tangent CT.
For convenience these accelerations are themselves resolved
into components as shown in Fig, 2. Since u denoted the variable
velocity in the curve, the tangent-
ial acceleration is du/dt, and the
normal acceleration is u^//*, where
f denotes the radius of curvature at
the point C; these are the components
of the acceleration mentioned under
1, above. Considering the point C as
a point on the rotating impeller, the centripetal acceleration due
to the angular velocity a> is xu)®, directed toward the center 0. The
tangential acceleration which arises only when oj is variable, is
X du)/dt, perpendicular to OC; these are the components of the accel-
eration mentioned under 2. above. The acceleration mentioned under
3. above is normal to the curve and has a magnitude 2ua>.
To produce these accelerations forces are required, the
magnitudes of which are found by multiplying the accelerations by
the mass m. By D'Alerabert's principle the system of accelerating
forces is equivalent to the system of external forces acting on the
mass of fluid; or if we reverse these accelerating forces, they and
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the external forces will form a system In equili^brium. The entire
system of forces is shown in Fig. 3. The external forces are as
follows;
1. The pressure dS between the small
mass and the side of the tube;
2. The friction dP between the fluid
and the tube;
3. A pressure pf on the cross section
nearest the inner circumference,
4. Since the pressure varies along the tube and letting p denote the
intensity of pressure on a section as sho?m at (a) Fig, 3, then
(p + dp) will denote the intensity on a section at a distance ds
from the first.
The forces of inertia or the accelerating forces are the
accelerations of Fig, 2 multiplied by m and reversed in sign. The
nine forces represented in Fig. 3 are in equilibafium, hence resolv-
ing along the tangent to the path, the following equation is obtain-
ed
du
Fig. 3.
f (p + dp) - fp m--B- - mxoJ^cose + dF =
dt
(1)
Since m
stitution
= u = ---- and ds cose = dx, we get by sub-
g dt
dp + yudu
g
y o) xdx ^ dF _ Q
S
(2)
The subscript j applies to the entrance A and the subscript
g to the exit B; hence integrating Eq.{2)
(p . p ) + -2l{uf - uf) - iraif(v; - v,^) + i L = (3)
^
' 2g ^ ' 2g ^ ' fj
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In the absence of definite knowledge as to the form of the
function F, we may denote hy ¥^ , the quantity (l/fy dF); also since
The first term of the second member in Eq.(4) is evidently in
the nature of a velocity head, and F, is the loss of head due to the
friction of the air in passing through the impeller.
5. REMTIOil BETWEM V, , e, , u,, AUD Vg , Cg , u^
.
The relations between the velocities v, , e, , u, , Vg , Cg , and
Ug may now be considered.
Referring to Fig. 1 , the air enters at A in a radial direc-
tion and has an absolute velocity c, which is the resultant of the
velocity u, of the air relative to the vane AB and the velocity v^
of the point A of the vane. In order that there be no shock due to a
sudden change in direction, c, should be radial, that is, perpendic-
ular to V, . The tangent to the vane at A should have a direction
indicated by the relation
v, = r,a> and Vg = rgUJwe have finally
(4)
tan a,=- (5)
Referring to Fig. 4 the relation given below is deduced
a i
u, = c, (6)
A particle of air on emerging at B
has an absolute velocity c which
is the resultant of velocities Vg
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and Ug. Referring to Pig. 5 we may ezpress the following relation
between tiie above velocities and the
angles cc and ^.
u| = c|
-f- Vg^ - 20gVgC0S^ (7)
Also (8)
Vg sin ( ot _ ^ )
Substituting the above values of uf and u| in Eq.(4) gives
2tJl2L =
-i-(cf - c! - Scgvacos^) - F, (9)
How eliminating Cg from Eq.(9) by means of Eq.(8) gives
J^e "3 ^ 3!./'_2sinoC_cos^ sinftf _^ _ -p ^-^qj
Eq,(10) expresses the change in pressure in terms of the en-
trance velocity c, , the circumferential velocity Vg of the tip of
the vanes, the friction P, , and the functions of the angles cC and ^.
With a fixed angle ^ there is some angle oc that v;ill produce
a maximum change of pressure for the fixed value of Vg • -Prom Eq.(lO)
(Pg - P, ) will be a maximum when the quantity in the brackets is a
maximum.
Let M ^ Sin V2cos^ - -Si^^_ \
sinlflC-^yV sin(cC-^)/
This equation has the form M = z(k - z) from which it fol-
lows that dH = (k - f?z)dz (12)
Hence
dM fo^^^D 2sin<c \ /sin(oc ) cosCC - sinff cos (OC - ^ )\
- i,2cosA-
_j (1^)
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Finally
dec V ^ slnia. -.^)^^s±n'{00
For a maximum, will "be zero, hence
^ sin^{a )
The above relation is satisfied when (X = + 90° ), hence
it appears that when the vane is curved hack at the tip so that the
velocities Ug and Cg are at right angles, the maximum pressure dif-
ference is obtained • V.hen this is the case, we have the relation
8 2 8Ug = Vg - Cg .
Substituting the above and Eq.(6) in Eq.(4)
y 2g
'
Using Vg instead of Cg
,
gives
- Pi
_
vlcos^^ + Cl p (17)
It is to be noted that equations (l6) and (17) hold only when
the angle of the vane tip is such that equation (l5) is true.
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6. FLOY/ OF AXE TO AlID FROM THE IMPELLER.
The flow of air to and from the impeller must next he inves-
tigated.
Let h, = the head of air entering the inlet.
.
" ho = the head due to atmospheric pressure.
" hg = the head against which the air is discharged.
" w = the velocity of the air at discharge.
" = the friction head at entrance.
" Pg = the friction head due to resistance in the dis-
charge pipe.
" y = the specific weight of the air.
" Gg = the absolute velocity of the air leaving impeller.
" • c, = the absolute velocity of the air entering impeller.
Using Bernoulli's theorem for steady flow, the following
equations are obtained, of which the first applies to the entrance
of the air, the second to the discharge.
It- + = + + ha + F3 (19)
' 2g 2g
Subtracting (18) from (19) and then transposing gives
(!£ - = h, - h, + -2L:.2L + + F3 + F3 (20)
^ ^. ' 2g 2g
^
Comparing Eq.(19) with Eq.(20) above, the following express-
ion is obtained
2e3.2£!£.
= h, - h. *
-g- * F, * F3 (31)
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Eliminating Cg "by means of Eq.(8) the following is obtained
-yLx-Si25-222A- = h
-f ---- * F . where h denotes the total
g sin(a: - ^ ) 2g
or effective head (hg - h,), and F equals (F, + Fg + Fg ) .
Solving for Vg gives
Vg = |g(h 4 -~ + F )(1 - cota tan^ ) (22)
2g
It must be noted that in the above equation h denotes the
pressure difference measured in feet of air. It is much more conve-
nient to express this pressure difference in inches of water, and
when thus taken, h and F must be multiplied by the ratio of the inch
of water to the foot of air. Denoting this ratio by m, and intro-
ducing it into Eq.(2B) the following expression is obtained
v^ = f(gm{h + F) + -|--)(1 - cota tan^ ) (23)
At 62* F. and atmospheric pressure a cubic foot of air
weighs 0.0761 pound; hence one foot of air corresponds to a pressure
of 0.0761 pound per square foot. At 62* F. a cubic foot of water
weighs 62.36 pounds; and one inch of water column corresponds to a
pressure of 62.36/12 pounds per square foot.
Under the above conditions the value of m is as follows
m = (-§§^5^- 0.0761) = 68.3
12.
When the vanes have radial tips a =90° and Eq.(23) reduces
to the following
Vg =
I
68.3g(h + P) + -|-- (24)
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The velocity w in (23) and (24) is the velocity in the dis-
charge pipe. In the case of exhaust fans this velocity may he great
ly reduced by means of a diffuser.
7. HORSE POWER AIJD EFFIGIEilGY.
If Q denotes the numher of cuhic feet of air delivered hy
the fan per second and V the weight per cuhio foot, the work per
second required to drive the fan is
W = /mQ(h + ---- + P)
2gm (25)
The useful work is Wq = Q ?^mh and the efficiency is
_!o_ _h (26)
W
h + ----. + F
2gm
The horse power required to drive the fan is given by
550 . 2gm
8. EFFECT OP VARIABLE SPECIFIC WEIGHT.
In the above discussion the change in density of the air in
passing through the impeller was neglected. If a more rigid analysis
is desired it is only proper to consider y as variable and to pro-
ceed as follows:
For perfect gases the equation pv = BT is familiar to most
everyone. Prom the above p/y= BT and y = p/BT is obtained.
Introducing the value of / just obtained, in Eq.(2) and
dividing by p gives ra ,
IfJ^^ .LL dF = (28)
gBT / gBT / pf
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Integrating Eq, 28 gives
]Jow V, = r,u) and Vg = rgU) , therefore sulDStituting in Eq.(29)
gives
( ul - ) (30)
Comparing (30) and(4) it is seen that the logarithm of the
pressure difference rather than the difference itself is the func-
tion that enters into the velocity equation. It may he shown that
for a small pressure difference equations (30) and(5) are approxi-
mately the same.
9. SIZE OF sue T IOK INLET AIID FORM OF VAIES.
For the radius of the suction inlet the following formula is
The inner radius of the impeller is generally made equal to
radius.
The width of the impeller at the inner radius is found hy
means of the expression
given
(31)
1,2 ro and the outer radius may be from 3 to 4 times the inner
= 2 r, 1, v,7T = nrl Yq (32)
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The width of the impeller at the outer oircumferenoe may be
found "by the proportion 1, r, = Igrg .
In the ahove discussion the notation used is as follows;
Tq = the inlet radius.
r, = the inner radius of the impeller.
rg = the outer radius of the impeller.
1, = the width of the impeller at the inner radius.
Ig = the width of the impeller at the outer radius.
Vq = the velocity of the air entering the intake pipe.
V, = the velocity of the air entering the impeller.
There has "been some discussion as to the proper angles oc and
J3 of the impeller hlades at entrsmce and exit respectively.
Equation (E3) is "
Vg = f{gm(h + F) + -|f-)(l - cotatan^) and it
may he reduced to the form
Vg = K
1
1 - cotCE tan^ where K is repre-
sented hy
W 2(gm{h + F) +
The value of the radical ~ cotCCtan/^ may be plotted on
cross section paper and curves obtained using several different val-
ues for the angle CC for. each value of the angle ^ . Eight of these
curves have been plotted and are reproduced on the opposite page. It
will be noticed on looking at these curves that for the angle <X
equal to 90 degrees the value of |l - cotCC tan^ is always 1.
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It follows from the alDOve that for the angle CC equal to 90 degrees
the value of Vg V7ill be constant for any angleP
,

18.
CEA.PTEE 111.
SPECIFIGATIOKS.
Air handled per minute 50 cubic feet.
Pressure difference 1»5 inches of
mercury.
Velocity of air at intake 32.8 feet per second
Revolutions per minute of impeller — 4800.00
Efficiency of impeller 0.72
Angle a ^0-0° degrees.
Angle ^ 30.00 degrees.
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CHAPTEE IV.
CALCULATIOIS.
Amount of air handled per second = Q.
Q = = 0.8325 GuTDic feet.
60.
Diameter of inlet.
do = 2ro = 0.197 x0.8325 = 0.18 foot.
Take d^ = 2.5 inches.
Inner and outer radii of impeller.
r, = 1.2 X 1.25 in. = 1.5 inch.
r8=4.0 X 1.50 in. = 6.0 inches.
Width of impeller blades at inner and outer circumferences.
1, = 0.42 X 1.25 in. = 0.525 inch.
l2=.625 X 1.5/ 6. = 0.1565 inch.
Take 1, = 5/8 inch and Ig = 3/16 inch.
Horse power required to drive fan.
H P = (2l§55L^-?l2Z5i.2-.5§l5)(1.5 X 13.6)= 0.224
550 X 0.72

20.
CHAPTEE V.
CONCLUSION.
The theory which was used in the design of the suction fan
was furnished "by the Mechanical Engineering Department of the
University of Illinois. Proper credit must^ given the department for
permission to incorporate the theory as a part of this discussion.
Details were made of all parts of the vacuum cleaning
machine with the object in view of constructing a machine at some
future date. The choice of a means of driving the machine was left
to the person making the installation.
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